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For two million years, Mars has hidden a ghastly secret. Two hours ago, the Curiosity Rover found it.For two million years, Mars has hidden a ghastly secret. Two hours ago, the Curiosity Rover found it. With less than

a year to prepare, four modern-day astronauts are forced to leave their families behind and risk their lives on what

will become the most important expedition mankind has ever launched. With time running out, the fate of

humanity rests in the hands of four doomed astronauts.

*** *** Now a COMPLETE, bestselling series! Now a COMPLETE, bestselling series! ******

***An Adventure Thriller with a An Adventure Thriller with a mixmix of Sci-Fi and Mystery of Sci-Fi and Mystery***

ABOUT RED HOPE:ABOUT RED HOPE:

Red Hope is the first book of a completecomplete, fast-paced two-novel seriestwo-novel series. This book has an entertaining ending with a

mild cliffhangermild cliffhanger leading into the second book which is now available (called BLUE HOPEBLUE HOPE). Red Hope is intended for

a general audience - you won't need a calculator or a slide ruleyou won't need a calculator or a slide rule to enjoy this adventure!

PRAISE FOR RED HOPE:PRAISE FOR RED HOPE:

"Couldn't stop reading it. Blew off all my adult responsibilities and sat around for a day." - Amazon Reviewer

"I was constantly wondering what would happen next." - Amazon Reviewer

"Ground control to majorly entertaining!" - Amazon Reviewer

"It's 4am and I'm holding my breath!" - Note from a reader

"This was a rip roaring fun read." - Amazon Reviewer
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CONTENT:CONTENT:

Red Hope contains soft Sci-Fi elements. That means it has simple scientific principles that anybody can understand

and enjoy. If you prefer more rigorous technical discussions about things like delta-v budgets, Hohmann transfer

orbits or peer-reviewed NASA protocols, then you may want to consider a hard Sci-Fi novel - there are many

wonderful examples available on Amazon.

*** This is the first novelfirst novel in a two-book seriestwo-book series. This bookThis book it ends with a cliffhangercliffhanger. ***

*** The final novel in this series, BLUE HOPEBLUE HOPE, is available now. ***
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